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raISIng awareneSS of emotIonS 

A lack of awareness of emotions (our own and 
others’) is on average the greatest emotional 
intelligence (EI) deficit in lawyers. Emotional 

awareness gives us the data we need to spot and 
then solve emotional problems which if unaddressed 
can sabotage our productivity and our mental and 
physical health. 

Here are some suggestions 
aimed at helping us gain 
greater awareness of emotions. 
Remember that changing an 
old habit or establishing a 
new one usually takes at least 
three weeks of hard work, 
and sometimes longer, so 
don’t despair if you don’t see 
immediate results. Persistence 
will pay off.

1. Take an EI Assessment. A number of EI 
assessments can give you good information about 
your personal strengths and challenges. The major 
ones, such as the MSCEIT, EQi 2.0, and ECSI, take 
approximately 40 minutes to complete, charge a fee, 
and often include professional feedback to help you 
understand your results. While there are plenty of free 
assessments, and some may give you some useful 
information, for the most part they are not reliable 
indicators of your emotional intelligence. 

2. Profit from Performance and Client Reviews. 
These are ideal venues to better understand how well 
others think you handle your own emotions and how 
well you read others’ emotional cues. Remember that 
perception is reality. Regardless of your intentions, 
if others are misunderstanding your reactions or you 
are misunderstanding theirs, it’s time for a concerted 

effort at raising your emotional awareness by 
following some of these suggestions.

3. Chart Your Emotions. The Yale Center for 
Emotional Intelligence recommends making a chart 
on a regular basis of how you feel. The Yale Mood 
Meter app--which features a four-quadrant chart 
with two axes: energy and pleasantness--can be 

downloaded to easily record your 
feelings.

You can set your phone to alarm 
on whatever schedule you prefer—
every hour, every meal, or once or 
twice a day—and record where in 
the four quadrants your mood at 
that moment fits, creating a visual 
map of your moods for that day, 
week, and month. The point is not 
to change or like your moods, but 
to faithfully become aware of what 
you feel on those two dimensions.

4. Build Your Emotional Vocabulary. As you check 
in with your emotions, try to be more specific about 
what you’re feeling so you can build a more extensive 
vocabulary. After placing the emotion within one of 
the four quadrants mentioned above, then identify its 
degree of intensity—slight to severe, and give that 
feeling a more nuanced name, like melancholy or 
annoyance instead of sadness, contentment or joy 
instead of pleasantness. 

5. Pay Attention to Your Body. Paying attention 
to your body goes hand-in-hand with building your 
vocabulary. Identifying the physical sensations that 
go along with whatever you are feeling can help 
distinguish emotions. Are you hot or cold, tense or 
relaxed? Do you have sensations in your head or 
your chest? As an example, you might recognize 
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that “This feels disturbing, a little hot and makes me 
feel somewhat aggressive and energized but doesn’t 
make me lose control. This might be the feeling of 
frustration.”

6. Get a Coach, Mentor or EI Buddy. Coaching 
and mentoring are two reliable, institutional, and 
interactive methods that legal workplaces often 
employ that can help raise your emotional awareness, 
and which you can arrange even if your firm or 
department doesn’t offer them. 

Even if you don’t have access to, or the time/money/
patience for, a mentoring or coaching relationship, 
find a “high EI buddy”--preferably someone who 
knows your workplace and/or the players involved 
or works in a similar environment and whose 
interpersonal skills you admire--to see if he or she 
agrees on your take on your own emotions or your 
reading of others’ emotional cues. The person could 
be your spouse, your relative, a friend, or a colleague. 
Ideally, this is someone who often sees things 
differently than you do and also seems to move in 
and out of difficult situations with aplomb. Describe 
a situation and ask for his or her assessment of what 
the various players’ body language, words and tones 
might mean, and how best to proceed. 

7. Practice Mindfulness. Practicing mindfulness 
allows us to make enough room mentally to detach 
from our emotions long enough to identify them. 
It also gives us a short “vacation” from the stress 
of emotional turmoil so we can hopefully view our 
emotional landscape from a refreshed vantage point. 

8. Try a Screen Vacation. Research indicates that 
putting away the devices for even a few days and 
interacting socially with others can significantly raise 
your emotional perception skills.

LearnIng to regISter otHerS’ emotIonS

Although all the above suggestions can help fine-
tune your awareness of others’ emotions as well as 
your own, these suggestions specifically help to more 
accurately read others’ emotional cues.

1. Ask. Here’s a low-tech suggestion: if you’re not 
sure what emotion another person is experiencing, 
ask! You can say “it looks like you are [insert emotion 
here—angry, pleased, defiant, etc.]; is that correct?” 
or you can simply ask what/how he or she is feeling.

2. Train Yourself. Paul Ekman found we can 
improve our ability to recognize other’s emotions by 
systematically studying facial expressions and has 
produced a number of training programs to help train 
how to read various facial cues in different settings.

3. Take the Silent Route. Watching movies on mute 
(a good way to spend time on an airplane) is an 
excellent method to build your emotion reading skills. 
Try to understand the action by the facial expressions 
and body language—you can turn on the sound 
periodically to verify or redirect your take. 

4. Mimic Facial Expressions. Our mirror neurons 
can convey to us the feelings of someone else by our 
replicating their outward expressions. If contorting 
your face in a meeting is a no-go, at least think 
consciously about their specific expressions in trying 
to understand what they feel.

5. Play A Videogame. The GSL Studios game 
Crystals of Kaydor could help your child or the child 
in you develop skill in reading nonverbal emotional 
cues. In it, an advanced robot that crash lands on 
an alien planet helps the natives solve problems by 
interpreting their body language and nonverbal cues. 

raISIng emotIonaL management

Learning to recognize emotional signals will give 
you a major leg up in the emotional management 
trenches, where most problem solving resides. Once 
you register the emotions at play, you don’t want 
to automatically default to old emotional regulation 
strategies—like suppression and rumination, which 
are common to lawyers—that are not constructive 
and can even be counterproductive.

Here are some suggestions to improve how you 
manage your emotions.

https://www.paulekman.com/micro-expressions-training-tools/
http://glsstudios.com/games.html
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1. Take a Deep Breath. Daniel Goleman heralds the 
importance of signaling a slowdown to your brain 
and your body by taking a deep oxygen-filled breath 
before taking any important actions.

2. Accept Your Thoughts and Emotions. 
Acceptance does not mean resigning yourself to 
negativity but responding to your emotions with 
an open attitude—letting yourself experience them 
without jumping to behavioral conclusions, a danger 
for those of us high in a sense of urgency. This 
acceptance can bring relief, but it won’t necessarily 
make you feel good. In fact, you may realize just how 
upset you really are. It is still a good place to start 
in order to achieve better emotional and behavioral 
management.

3. Count Yourself Down. It’s true what your mother 
said—sometimes simply counting to ten works well 
to clear your mind for a better emotional response. 
It allows time for the rational brain to engage and 
survey the situation. Consciously asking questions 
or attempting to analyze the problem can also delay 
and help redirect a habitual emotional response to a 
more rationally engaged one.

4. Walk It Off. Taking a walk outdoors has been 
demonstrated to improve mental functioning and 
positive well-being, and is a particularly good 
antidote to brooding, rumination, and depression. 
But the walk has to be outside in a natural setting, 
not on asphalt in an urban setting.

5. Change Your Self-Talk. How we talk to ourselves 
can also help us manage our emotions. Telling 
ourselves repetitively our angry aggravations or 
negative predictions will not help us make good 
emotional management decisions. Reframing our 
internal dialogue away from entrenched pessimism 
is a way to build a new response. Get in the habit 
of marshaling credible counterarguments against 
that internal voice predicting doom and gloom and 
blaming it all on you.

6. Practice Mindfulness Meditation. In addition 
to helping us identify our emotions, practicing 

mindfulness allows us to learn how to slow ourselves 
down from automatically reacting and give ourselves 
time to choose better responses.

7. Download a Game or an App. The GLS Studios 
game Tenacity focuses on learning self-regulation by 
maintaining attention and calm when serene scenes 
are bombarded with various distractions—a plane 
flying by, animals running past. Stanford University’s 
Calming Technology Lab is developing devices that 
help you respond to strong emotions, such as a belt 
that can detect breathing and connects to an app 
that helps calm you when you’re feeling emotionally 
out of control. 

LegaL empLoyerS’ cHeckLISt for raISIng 
emotIonaL InteLLIgence

 ; Include emotional intelligence (EI) 
assessments either before or after hiring. 
These can be full blown EI assessments or, what 
is more likely at least in applications, questions 
that can elicit an applicant’s EI skills, like the 
questions Dartmouth College’s Tufts School 
of Business has added to its applications and 
recommendations asking about a student’s 
ability to interact well with others in challenging 
circumstances. Assessments given after hiring 
can help guide young lawyers to their most 

http://glsstudios.com/games.html
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successful position and give them a base against 
which to measure improvements.

 ; Offer well-educated mentors, coaches and/
or confidential counselors. To achieve their 
best performance, lawyers need to be keenly 
aware of how they come off to their clients and 
colleagues and also how to handle professional 
challenges. Well-educated mentors and/or 
professional coaches and counselors who have 
the confidence of their charges, can listen well 
and can give honest but sensitive and confidential 
advice will make valuable improvements in your 
organization’s performance.

 ; Provide EI development as part of your 
professional development programs. Emotional 
intelligence is unquestionably trainable, and 
lawyers--in a highly personal service industry 
where they regularly face severe stress--can 
benefit from better understanding their own and 
others’ emotions. That understanding will improve 
their client service skills and their personal 
functioning.

 ; Add specific EI-related features to 
performance reviews. Including discussions in 
performance reviews of collegiality, collaboration 
and teamwork helps spotlight their importance 
and promotes developing those skills.

 ; Reward EI skills. Show that you go beyond 
simple lip service to valuing EI skills by giving 
recognition, promotions and bonuses to high 
achievers.
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